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Abstract: We study the electroweak baryogenesis in a fermionic dark matter sce-
nario with a (pseudo)scalar being the mediator in the Higgs portal. It is discussed
that the electroweak phase transition turns to be first-order after taking into account
the role of the (pseudo)scalar in the thermal effective potential in our extended stan-
dard model. Imposing the relic density constraint from the WMAP/Planck and
the bounds from the direct detection experiments XENON100/LUX, we show that
the dark matter scenario with a scalar mediator is hardly capable of explaining the
baryogenesis while the same model with a pseudoscalar mediator is able to explain
the baryon asymmetry. For the latter, we constrain more the model with Fermi-LAT
upper limit on dark matter annihilation into bb¯ and τ+τ−. The allowed dark matter
mass that leads to correct relic abundance, renders the electroweak phase transition
strongly first-order, and respects the Fermi-LAT limit, will be in the range 110−320
GeV. The exotic and invisible Higgs decay bounds and the mono-jet search limit at
the LHC do not affect the viable space of parameters.
Keywords: Dark Matter, Beyond Standard Model, Cosmology of Theories beyond
the SM, Electroweak Phase Transition, Thermal Field Theory
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1 Introduction
The electroweak symmetry breaking which we believe is a cornerstone in the Higgs
physics could be restored at high temperature i.e. in the early universe [1, 2]. The
spontaneous symmetry breaking occurs by having the universe expanded and cooled
and going from the symmetric phase to the broken phase through the electroweak
phase transition (EWPT).
An open problem in physics is the mysterious matter-antimatter asymmetry in
the universe. The standard model (SM) together with the EWPT seem to be able
to explain the exceed of the matter abundance against the antimatter we observe to-
day. This is called the electroweak baryogenesis (EWBG). The necessary conditions
that lead to EWBG is known as the three criteria of Sakharov [3]: Baryon number
violation, C and CP violation and the thermal non-equilibrium. The standard model
possesses all these conditions however at the temperature of the electroweak symme-
try breaking, TEW ∼ 100 GeV, the electroweak phase transition must be of first-order
type in order to support the EWBG. This can be translated into washout criterion,
v(Tc)/Tc > 1 which provides the appropriate sphaleron rate for the baryogenesis.
In the standard model framework the washout condition impose an upper limit on
the Higgs mass: mH < 48 GeV [4] which is in contrast with the Higgs discovery
(mH ∼ 125 GeV) at the LHC in 2012 [5, 6]. Therefore the SM alone is not enough
to embed the EWBG and an extension to SM looks necessary if the electroweak
baryogenesis is the right mechanism to produce the baryon asymmetry.
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On the other hand, almost 25% of the universe is made of what we call it dark
matter (DM). It does not have strong interaction with the ordinary matter and
its existence can be traced only through its gravitational attraction on matter [7, 8].
Again the SM is not capable of explaining this extra gravitational force in the galaxies
and clusters. Inevitably one should search for an answer in a theory beyond the
standard model. One of the successful DM scenarios is the weakly interacting massive
particle (WIMP) which demands additional fundamental fields (particles) respect to
the SM. The new particle(s) stay in thermal equilibrium with other SM particles in
the early universe, but when the universe cools down while expanding, it freezes-out
from the hot plasma of particles. The self-annihilation cross section of the WIMP
must be of order 〈σv〉 = 3 × 10−26 cm3 s−1 to have the correct amount of DM
abundance to be Ωh2 ∼ 0.11 measured by Planck/WMAP.
In this work we try to address both the electroweak baryogenesis and the dark
matter issues in one single theory. We extend the standard model by adding an extra
Dirac fermion playing the role of the dark matter candidate and a (pseudo)scalar
mediating between the dark sector and the SM sector [9]. 1 The (pseudo)scalar and
the fermionic dark matter modify the thermal effective potential; hence affect the
critical temperature for the electroweak phase transition. We analytically provide
the critical temperature and the global minimum at the critical temperature to give
the washout criterion. Many works have provided the critical temperature from the
free energy by numerical computation. Some examples of the works done considering
both the dark matter and the baryogenesis are [11–20]. Here we provide an analytical
expression for the critical temperature which makes it easier to impose the washout
condition on the dark matter model.
If the SM-DM mediator is a pseudoscalar the dark matter cross section off nu-
cleon is negligible while if the mediator is a scalar then the direct detection ex-
periments e.g. XENON100/LUX put a strong constraint on the space parameter.
Having emphasized this point, we show in this work that the dark matter model with
a pseudoscalar mediator is more successful in explaining the electroweak baryogenesis
respect to when we use the scalar mediator.
This paper is organized as the following: in the next section we introduce the
model by extending the SM. In section 3 the details of the electroweak phase transi-
tion and the critical temperature are given. In section 4 the dark matter candidate is
introduced. In the next section, the numerical results that shows the consistency of
the model with relic density and the baryon asymmetry is presented. The appendix
A provides some analytical details on the effective potential.
1See [10] for the analysis of the renormalization group equation for the same model with a
pseudoscalar mediator.
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2 The Model
We extend the standard model by adding two new fields as follows: a Dirac fermion
denoted here by ψ, which plays the role of the dark matter candidate, and a (pseudo)scalar
denoted by s which mixes with the Higgs field, H , and interacts with the dark matter
as well through a Yukawa term. The Lagrangian can be written in its parts as,
L = LSM(H) + Ldark(ψ) + Ls(s) + Lint (s, ψ,H) , (2.1)
where LSM stands for the SM Lagrangian, Ldark for the fermionic dark matter La-
grangian,
Ldark (s, ψ) = ψ¯ (iγµ∂µ −md)ψ , (2.2)
Ls for the (pseudo)scalar Lagrangian,
Ls =
1
2
(∂µs)
2 − 1
2
µ2ss
2 − 1
4
λss
4 , (2.3)
and Lint is the (pseudo)scalar interaction with the dark and the SM sectors. When
s is a pseudoscalar then,
Lint (s, ψ,H) = gdsψ¯γ5ψ + 1
2
λs2H†H , (2.4)
and when s represents the scalar,
Lint (s, ψ,H) = gdsψ¯ψ + 1
2
λs2H†H . (2.5)
In the next sections we investigate both the scalar and the pseudoscalar cases and
use the same notation for the coupling gd.
Note that the interaction Lagrangian does not include the odd-terms in the
(pseudo)scalar-Higgs interaction terms. In order to stay in a more restricted theory
with as small parameter space as possible, despite many authors we consider a less
general Lagrangian for our model. The Higgs potential in the SM sector reads,
VH = −µ2hH†H − λh
(
H†H
)2
. (2.6)
Both the Higgs and the (pseudo)scalar take non-zero vacuum expectation values at
the low temperature. In section 3 to give the thermal effective potential as a function
of the condensate 〈h〉 we begin with the tree-level potential which is given by the
substitution s ≡ 〈s〉 and H = (0 h ≡ 〈h〉)† So the tree-level potential reads,
V0(h, s) = −1
2
µ2hh
2 − 1
2
µ2ss
2 +
1
4
λhh
4 +
1
4
λss
4 +
1
2
λs2h2. (2.7)
Note that we have gauged away three degrees of freedom of the Higgs doublet.
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3 First-Order Phase Transition
In this section we provide the “washout criterion” and other necessary conditions in
terms of the parameters used in the model introduced above to support the first-order
electroweak phase transition. The washout criterion or v(Tc)/Tc > 1 which provides
the appropriate sphaleron rate for the phase transition to be first-order is obtained
from the effective potential of the theory. In addition to the tree-level barrier we also
consider the one-loop barrier. The total thermal effective potential is therefore,
Veff = V0(h, s) + V1-loop(h, s; 0) + V1-loop(h, s;T ) , (3.1)
where V0 is the tree-level potential in eq. (2.7), V
1-loop(h, s; 0) is the Coleman-
Weinberg one-loop correction at zero temperature [21] and V 1-loop(h, s;T ) is the one-
loop thermal correction [2]. In the high-temperature approximation whenm2i /T
2 ≪ 1
for all i with mi being the mass of the particle i in the model, the one-loop effective
potential takes the following form,
V high-T1-loop (h, s;T ) ≈
(
1
2
κhh
2 +
1
2
κss
2
)
T 2 , (3.2)
with
κh =
1
48
(
9g2 + 3g′2 + 12g2t + 24λh + 4λ
)
, (3.3)
κs =
1
12
(
4λ+ 3λs ± 2g2d
)
, (3.4)
where in eq. (3.4) the minus sign stands for the pseudoscalar case and the plus sign
is for the scalar case. See appendix A for more details.
Note that we have dropped the Colman-Wienberg zero-temperature correction
since at high temperature approximation (at temperature of the electroweak phase
transition) only the thermal corrections are dominant. Moreover, including the zero-
temperature contribution will only complicate the analytic computations.
In eq. (3.3) the parameters g and g′ are respectively the SU(2)L and U(1)Y
standard model couplings and gt is the top quark coupling. We have contributed
only the heavier particles that couple stronger to the Higgs, i.e. the top quark, t,
the gauge bosons, W± and Z, and the Higgs, h. We have ignored the lighter quarks,
gluons and the leptons.
In order to have a first-order phase transition the effective potential must have
two degenerate minima at the critical temperature. The minima are located at
∂Veff
∂s
|w(T )=<s> = 0 ∂Veff
∂h
|v(T )=<h> = 0 , (3.5)
where leads to
vsym = 0 or v
2
brk (T ) =
µ2h − κhT 2 − λw2 (T )
λh
, (3.6)
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v2brk (T ) =
µ2s − κsT 2 − λsw2 (T )
λ
. (3.7)
The stability conditions are obtained by setting the positivity of the second deriva-
tives of the potential after the symmetry breaking:
λs > 0, λh > 0, 4λsλh > λ
2 . (3.8)
Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7) leads to
w2brk (T ) = α + βT
2 , (3.9)
where
α =
λµ2h − λhµ2s
λ2 − λhλs , (3.10)
β =
λκh − λhκs
λ2 − λhλs . (3.11)
Using eq. (3.6) one gets the temperature-dependent Higgs vacuum expectation value
in the broken phase,
v2brk (T ) =
(
µ2h − λα
λh
)
−
(
κh + λβ
λh
)
T 2 . (3.12)
The broken phase can exist up to a maximal temperature,
Tmax =
√
µ2h − λα
κh + λβ
, µ2h > λα . (3.13)
At the critical temperature the free energy has two degenerate minima one at
(vsym = 0, wsym = 0) and the other at (vbrk, wbrk),
V symeff (Tc) = V
brk
eff (Tc) = 0 , (3.14)
which solves the free energy eq. (3.14) at the critical temperature as,
T±c =
√
x± y1/2/z , (3.15)
with
x = κhλh(λµ
2
s − λsµ2h) + κsλh(λµ2h − λhµ2s) ,
y = κh
2λ2h
(−8λ3µ2hµ2s + λ2 (5λhµs4 + 4λsµh4)− λh2λsµs4)
+ 2κhκsλ
3
h
(
7λ2µ2hµ
2
s − 4λ
(
λhµs
4 + λsµh
4
)
+ λhλsµ
2
hµ
2
s
)
+ κs
2λ3h
(
λ2µh
4 − 8λλhµ2hµ2s + λh
(
4λhµs
4 + 3λsµh
4
))
,
z = κh
2
(
4λ2 − λhλs
)− 6κhκsλλh + 3κs2λh2 .
(3.16)
The strong electroweak phase transition occurs only if
v (Tc) /Tc > 1 , (3.17)
which is a strong constraint on the parameter space of our dark matter model. Note
that for each set of the couplings in eq. (3.16) there are two critical temperatures,
T±c , if x ± y1/2/z > 0. We will see in section 4 that for both solutions there exist a
viable parameter space.
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4 Fermionic Dark Matter
We are assuming that the first-order phase transition is occurring in a tempera-
ture higher than the dark matter freeze-out temperature, i.e. Tc > TF . After the
symmetry breaking both Higgs particle and the scalar field undergo non-zero vev:
h→ vh + h , (4.1)
s→ vs + s . (4.2)
This will cause to a three potential different from eq. (2.7). One can redefine the
scalar fields h and s in order to diagonalize the mass matrix as follows,
h→ h cos θ + s sin θ ,
s→ −h sin θ + s cos θ . (4.3)
For simplicity we denote the new fields as h and s again but one should be noted
that these are the eigenstates of the diagonal mass matrix now. Plugging eqs. (4.1)
and (4.2) in eq. (2.7) and imposing the minimization condition we get
µ2s = −λsv2s − λv2h , (4.4)
µ2h = −λhv2h − λv2s . (4.5)
The second derivative of the potential in eq. (2.7) after shifting the origin to the
non-zero vacuum are,
m˜2s = 2λsv
2
s , m˜
2
h = 2λhv
2
h, m˜
2
hs = λvhvs . (4.6)
Diagonalizing the mass matrix by a rotation by the angle θ, the couplings will
be related to the masses as,
λh =
m2s sin
2 θ +m2h cos
2 θ
2v2h
,
λs =
m2s cos
2 θ +m2h sin
2 θ
2v2s
,
λ =
m2s −m2h
2vhvs
sin 2θ ,
(4.7)
where m2s and m
2
h are the diagonalized masses and
tan θ =
y
1 +
√
1 + y2
, y =
2λvsvh
λhv
2
h − λsv2s
. (4.8)
The independent parameters of the model can then be chosen as mh, ms, md,
gd and sin θ. All the other parameters including the mass terms and the couplings
in the Lagrangian are expressed in terms of these five parameters. Note that all we
have said in this section is true for both scalar and pseudoscalar mediators. In the
next section we see how the numerical results changes for them.
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5 Numerical Results
Our computations are two-folded. One part is the computations for the model with
a pseudoscalar mediator and the other part is the computations with a scalar media-
tor. We recall that the difference they make in strongly first-order phase transition,
section 3, stem from eq. (3.4) where the plus sign stands for the scalar and the minus
sign stands for the pseudoscalar. In dark matter side apart from the different results
for the relic density for each type of mediator, one should note an important point;
when choosing the mediator in our dark matter scenario to be a pseudoscalar the elas-
tic scattering cross section for DM-nucleon is velocity suppressed [9, 22–24] and so the
theory easily evades the direct detection bounds from LUX/XENON100/XENON1T
[25–27]. However this is not the case for a scalar mediator. A large region of the
parameter space in the theory is cut by the direct detection bounds imposed from
XENON100/LUX. Therefore, for the pseudoscalar mediator we have two type of con-
straints to impose: the relic density and the first-order phase transition condition.
For the scalar mediator the direct detection constraint must be added to the above
conditions.
To compute the relic density for the dark matter one should solve the Boltzmann
differential equation numerically. We have exploited the MicrOMEGAs4.3 package [28]
to obtain the relic abundance. The Higgs vacuum expectation value and the Higgs
mass are known, vh = 246 GeV and mh = 125 GeV. The vev for the pseudoscalar
and for the scalar as well is chosen to be vs = 600 GeV
2. In both cases, we search
for the viable parameter space bounded by the relic density value Ωh2 = 0.11 and
the washout condition being v(Tc)/Tc > 1 with v(Tc) and Tc given in eqs. (3.15) and
(3.12). We scan the space of parameters in the ranges as GeV 1 < ms < 1 TeV, the
dark matter mass GeV 10 < md < 2 TeV, the Yukawa coupling 0 < gd < 3 and the
mixing angle being fixed at sin θ = 0.1.
As we have demonstrated in Figs. 1 and 2 that despite the strong constraints
on the parameter space we end up with a viable region for the theory Fig. 1 shows
the allowed DM mass against the Yukawa coupling for the dark matter model with
the pseudoscalar mediator and Fig. 2 represents the same quantities for the scalar
mediator. The constraints considered in two figures are the amount of the relic
abundance from WMAP/Planck, the washout criterion for two critical temperature
found in eq. (3.15) and the DM-nucleon elastic scattering cross section bound from
XENON100/XENON1T/LUX.
It is interesting to point out the difference in two figures; the fermionic dark
matter model with a pseudoscalar mediator Fig. 1 is more successful respect to
the same model with a scalar mediator Fig. 2 to accommodate the electroweak
2 A caveat here is that additional (pseudo)scalars in the extended SM with non-zero changing
vev during the electroweak phase transition may lead to supersonic bubble wall velocity that prevent
the phase transition from being strong enough for EWBG [29, 30].
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Figure 1. The allowed DM mass, md, against the Yukawa coupling, gd, in the fermionic
dark matter scenario with pseudoscalar mediator, bounded from the relic density and first-
order phase transition conditions for left) v−c /T
−
c > 1 with DM mass in the range 140−310
GeV right) v+c /T
+
c > 1 with DM mass in the range 60− 320 GeV.
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Figure 2. The allowed DM mass, md, against the Yukawa coupling, gd, in the fermionic
dark matter scenario with scalar mediator, bounded from the relic density, first-order phase
transition condition, and the direct detection bound by XENON100/XENON1T/LUX for
left) v−c /T
−
c > 1 with DM mass in the range 150 − 300 GeV for XENON100/LUX and no
viable DM mass for the future direct detection bound by XENON1T right) v+c /T
+
c > 1
with no viable DM mass.
baryogenesis and the dark matter issues. The allowed DM mass in Fig. 1 is in
the range GeV 60 < md < 320 Gev for the T
+
c solution and in the range GeV
140 < md < 310 Gev for the T
−
c solution. Therefore for both critical temperatures
obtained in eq. (3.15) the pseudoscalar scenario respect the relic density and the
first-order phase transition. The allowed DM mass for the scalar scenario is only
in the range GeV 150 < md < 300 Gev for the T
−
c solution which can easily be
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excluded by the future direct detection experiments such as XENON1T. This point
has already been reported in [19]. For T+c solution there is no viable region in the
scalar scenario.
Indirect Detection Bounds
The DM annihilation into SM particles is very suppressed after the thermal freeze-
out in the early universe. Nevertheless, today in regions with high density of DM
for instance in the Galactic Center (GC) the DM annihilation is probable. It is now
well accepted from Fermi Large Area Telescope (Fermi-LAT) 6.5 years data that
the gamma rays coming from the center of the galaxies are brighter for a few GeV
than expected from other known sources [31]. The analyses of the GC gamma ray
excess after considering different uncertainties puts an upper limit on the dark matter
annihilation cross section in terms of the DM mass and the annihilation channel.
Here we examine our model against the Fermi-LAT bounds on DM annihilation
cross section for two representative channels bb¯ and τ+τ− which is relevant for DM
masses up to 100 GeV [31] 3. For the current model we have computed the velocity-
averaged annihilation cross section into two channels bb¯ and τ+τ− for DM mass up
to 100 GeV. All other constraints considered in the last sections are imposed in this
computation. It is evident from Fig. 3 that for both channels the DM mass of
∼ 61 − 62 GeV obtained before for the pseudoscalar mediator case in T+c solution
(right plot in Fig. 1) is excluded by the Fermi-LAT limit. We have exploited the
Fermi-LAT upper limit obtained from the generalized NFW dark matter density
profile (γ = 1.25) in the center of the Galaxy.
After considering the Fermi-LAT constraint the viable DM mass with pseu-
doscalar mediator will be in the range ∼ 110 − 320 GeV (see Fig. 1). Therefore
the SM Higgs particle cannot decay into dark matter particle, hence the model is
not bounded by invisible Higgs decay constraint. In Fig. 4 the DM mass is de-
picted against the pseudoscalar mediator mass considering all the aforementioned
constraints. The points observed in this figure are as the following. First, for both
T+c and T
−
c solutions the strongly first-order phase transition occurs in higher temper-
ature for heavier dark matter particle. Second, the mass of the pseudoscalar mediator
is in the range 290 − 620 GeV. Again the LHC exotic Higgs decay constraint which
requires ms < mh/2 is not applicable here.
The mono-jet searches at the LHC could also restrict DM models specially for
low DM mass and heavier mediators where the dark matter production cross section
becomes larger. It is shown in [32] that even for ms > 2md the LHC mono-jet search
limit [33] does not constrain more the parameter space for the current model.
3Many thanks to Andrea Albert and Dmitry Malyshev for providing me with the Fermi-LAT
data on Fig. 34 in [31]
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6 Conclusion
In this paper we have examined a fermionic dark matter model possessing a pseu-
doscalar or a scalar as the mediator whether it could explain the electroweak baryo-
genesis as well as evading the dark matter constraints. The (pseudo)scalar in the
model is interpreted as a second Higgs-like particle beside the SM Higgs. We assumed
that the scalars have zero vacuum expectation values in the symmetric phase but as
the temperature comes down with the expansion of the universe, the Higgs and the
(pseudo)scalar undergo a non-zero vacuum expectation value and the electroweak
phase transition takes place. We have obtained the critical temperature and the
washout criterion analytically. Then we have computed the relic density using the
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micrOMEGAs package while we have considered all the constraints for the electroweak
phase transition to be first-order. The numerical results show that there exist a
viable space of parameters when the mediator is chosen to be a pseudoscalar with
the dark matter mass in the range of 110 − 320 GeV plus the resonance area with
md = 61− 62 GeV. If the SM-DM mediator in the theory is taken to be a scalar we
have shown that there is only a small region that can satisfy all the constraints in-
cluding the direct detection bound from XENON100/LUX and that will be excluded
with the new bounds from the experiments such as XENON1T.
We then constrained more the model with the pseudoscalar mediator by the
Fermi-LAT upper limit on DM annihilation into bb¯ and τ+τ− which put a bound
for DM mass up to 100 GeV. We have shown that this bound excludes the DM
mass 61− 62 GeV we obtained before and the DM mass in the viable space becomes
md = 110 − 320 GeV. The pseudoscalar mediator mass afterwards turned out to be
ms = 290− 620 GeV, that means the model cannot be constrained more from exotic
and invisible Higgs decay bounds at the LHC. It has also been pointed out that the
LHC mono-jet search limit does not affect the viable space of parameters.
A (Pseudo)scalar One-loop Mass Correction by Dark Matter
Fermion
The first three terms in κh in eq. (3.3) are the one-loop thermal correction in the
SM sector, see [34]. The other terms in κh and all the coefficients in κs stem from
the singlet (pseudo)scalar extension. For the details of the one-loop thermal calcu-
lations one may refer to [35]. The coefficients λ and λs in eq. (3.4) comes from
the (pseudo)scalar mass correction with the Higgs or the (pseudo)scalar respectively
in the loop. The signs of these two coefficients do not change for the scalar or the
pseudoscalar. The third coefficient in eq. (3.4) is due to the (pseudo)scalar mass
correction with the fermion dark matter in the loop. The sign of this term is however
different for the scalar or the pseudoscalar. It will be plus for the scalar and minus
for the pseudoscalar. We elaborate this point here.
The contribution from the fermion (dark matter) loop for the pseudoscalar mass
correction is the following,
δm2(F−) = g
2
d
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
Tr [γ5 (γµkµ + γ
µpµ +md) γ
5 (γνkν +md)](
(k + p)2 −m2d
)
(k2 −m2d)
, (A.1)
and the same correction for the scalar reads,
δm2(F+) = g
2
d
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
Tr [(γµkµ + γ
µpµ +md) (γ
νkν +md)](
(k + p)2 −m2d
)
(k2 −m2d)
. (A.2)
Eqs. (A.1) and (A.2) can be written as,
δm2(F±) = g
2
d
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
±4k2 ± 4p.k + 4m2d(
(k + p)2 −m2d
)
(k2 −m2d)
, (A.3)
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where we have used the properties of the Dirac gamma matrices. The sign + stands
for the scalar and the sign − stands for the pseudoscalar mass correction. At zero
external momentum i.e. p = 0 we have,
δm2(F±) = g
2
d
∫
d4k
(2pi)4
±4k2 + 4m2d
(k2 −m2d)2
. (A.4)
Now in thermal field theory terminology the following substitutions provide us with
the one-loop correction at finite temperature (see e.g. [36]),
k0 → 2nipiT bosons
k0 → (2n+ 1)ipiT fermions∫
d4k
(2pi)4
→ T
∑
n
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
.
(A.5)
Using eqs. (A.4) and (A.5) we get,
δm2(F+) = −4Tg2d
∑
n=odd
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
n2pi2T 2 + w2k
− 2m
2
d
(n2pi2T 2 + w2k)
2 , (A.6)
δm2(F−) = +4Tg
2
d
∑
n=odd
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
n2pi2T 2 + w2k
, (A.7)
where use has been made of w2k =
−→
k 2 +m2d. We see that the mass correction for the
scalar contains a logarithmic divergence while for the pseudoscalar such a term does
not exist.
Making the summations in eqs. (A.6) and (A.7) by
+∞∑
n=−∞
1
n2 + x2
=
pi
x
coth pix , (A.8)
ignoring the second term in eq. (A.6) which does not contribute in O(T 2) we arrive
at,
δm2(F±) = ∓2g2d
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
wk
± 4Tg2d
∫
d3k
(2pi)3
1
wk
1
1 + ewk/T
. (A.9)
The first term in eq. (A.9) is the zero temperature contribution and the second
term is the correction at finite temperature. At high temperature approximation,
m/T ≪ 1, this second term turns to be,
δm2(F±)(T ) ≈ ±
1
6
g2dT
2 , (A.10)
which accounts for the minus sign in eq. (3.4) for the pseudoscalar case and the plus
sign for the scalar.
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